
Terms - 2018

01 >   All webdesign follows "Best Practice" and standards set by w3.org. We use latests technology such as CSS3 and HTML5,
           and webdesign is made  "Google-friendly". That means it follows Googles guidelines for good webdesign practice.

           This includes basic Search Engine Optimization (SEO). Advanced SEO  must be agreed separately.

02 >  When agreement about the job has been reached and deadlines are set, a deposit of 50% is paid. 
           At bigger projects the payment might be split into 3. We will make basic sketchs and when agreement is reached, 

           programming and designing work will begin.

                      

03 >  When the work is finished, there will be 3 rounds of corrections.

04 >  When the rest amount is paid the website will be set up on your server. 
           A copy, including all admin and log in information will be sent to you in a zip file.

         

05 >  You deliver all material including images, video, text and keywords before job start.
           If you need domain and hosting we can help with this, and it must be done before work is finished.

                        

06 >  If we can not finish the work on agreed deadline because we did not get the material we needed
           or by other reasons not caused by us, the remaning rate is paid on the deadline date and the website will

           be finished as soon as we get the material. If the website is delayed by us, you will get a credit of 10% on the agreed price.

07 >  When the website is online it will be added to Google’s search console and will be set up with correct canonical URL, 
           added manually to Google’s index , and a sitemap will be added for faster and better indexing. 

                      We will create your emails and perform e-mail tests, Please note that you need to set up emails on your local systems 

           like Outlook yourself.

           We add Gzip compression so that your website loads as fast as possible. 

           See a full list of what is included under “Information” on our website.

08 >  After delevery and payment there is a 3 months guarantee on errors in the code. The guarantee is only valid if nobody 
           else has touched the code. 

           If you add our webmaster package, there is unlimited guarantee on the code in the subscription period.

09 09 >  There is no VAT added to our prices.

10 >   We guarantee your website will work in all newer browsers like Firefox, Opera, Google Chrome og Safari. 
           We guarantee it works in IE10 +.  If you want it to be guaranteed that your site is working in earlier versions of IE

           we might add extra fees .

11 >    In some cases we might join commission based agreements

12 >   Buy more than 1 package and get a 10% discount. Some packages also offers discounts on hourly fees.


